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ABOUT LIBERTY PORTFOLIOS REAL INCOME SERIES 
Liberty Portfolios™ are comprehensive investment strategies designed to meet the important asset management needs of 
investors across the key phases of financial planning. The Real Income Series seeks to deliver inflation-adjusted income to 
investors over the long term through an equity-biased allocation that combines three key components: Investment Allocation, 
Income Reserve, and Risk Assist® overlay. The strategy is dynamically managed and designed to help investors navigate four 
key risks during the income phase of the financial planning journey: longevity, inflation, extreme volatility, and liquidity. 
 

REAL INCOME SERIES 
 
BROAD MARKET OVERVIEW 
Stock and bond markets rebounded strongly in July, in many cases more than reversing their weakness in the prior month, 
driven by a better-than-feared corporate earnings season and a growing belief among investors that the Federal Reserve is set 
to shift their focus from stamping out inflation to supporting economic growth in the near future. Some portions of the global 
equity market saw their biggest rallies in years; domestic large cap stocks [S&P 500 Index (SPX)] advanced the most since 
November 2020, while the tech-heavy NASDAQ 100 Index (NDX) gained the most since April 2020. International stocks [MSCI 
ACWI ex US Index (MXWDU)] generally trailed, weighed down on a relative basis by a reversal in June’s strength of emerging 
markets [MSCI EM Index (MXEF)]. Bond yields were volatile, and despite a 0.75% hike by the Fed, long-term interest rates 
plummeted. The U.S. 10-year Treasury yield fell 36 basis points in July, its biggest monthly fall since March 2020, driving the 
benchmark 2-year/10-year yield curve to its most inverted level in over 20 years.  As a reflection of positive risk sentiment, 
spreads on corporate credit fell materially across both the investment grade and high yield universes. 
 

POSITIONING HIGHLIGHTS 

 

 

EQUITY 

 
Not illustrative of any account. For illustrative purposes only. 

 
Last Reallocation: October 2021 
• Increased U.S. positioning at the expense of emerging markets 
• Maintained prior split between market-like and defensive equity exposures  
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FIXED INCOME 

 
Not illustrative of any account.  For illustrative purposes only. 

 
Last Reallocation: July 2022 
• Increased overall interest rate exposure 
• Raised credit quality by removing short term floating rate loan exposure in favor of fixed rate investment grade credit 

 

CONTRIBUTORS 

In the equity portfolio, the biggest contributors to performance last month were domestic large cap exposures to growth and 
core market segments.     
On the fixed income side, long-term investment grade corporate credit contributed the most to performance in July.  
 
DETRACTORS 
The biggest detractors to performance in the equity portfolio in July were low volatility factor exposures in the domestic small 
cap and international developed market segments.     
In the fixed income portfolio, intermediate-term investment grade corporate credit contributed the least to returns last month.   
 
PORTFOLIO OUTLOOK 
As we forcefully highlighted in this space last month, we believe investors are utilizing the wrong framework for assessing the 
path of central bank policy. Further, because of the disconnect between the lived experience of the post-2008 era and the unique 
global economic environment that we face today, market volatility is likely to remain high in the months to come. Some of the 
benchmark market segments, including the S&P 500 and the U.S. 10-year yield, saw moves in July that were last witnessed in 
2020; we are living through a period of extraordinary market volatility. Given that uncertainty, and despite the fundamental 
strength seen during corporate earnings season, our portfolios remain positioned conservatively across equities and fixed 
income. Today’s environment, one of rising interest rates and volatile equity markets, has been challenging for many traditional 
distribution-focused strategies. Through the innovative design of our Real Income portfolios, featuring a tilt toward equities with 
multiple layers of risk mitigation, a reserve to support current spending, and an intelligent rebalance program, we are optimistic 
that the portfolios will continue to meet the distribution needs of retirees in the years to come.  
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